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ABSTRACT 

This work presents a solution developed for the case company to help in license 

service management and license usage tacking for both system administrators 

and license owners or end users. The thesis first covers the basics for licenses 

and different licensing models used in Research and Development 

environments. It continues with a study of available tools for license 

management and usage reporting and their suitability for large enterprises. 

Based on this and discussions with the case company a solution is derived for 

the case company. The developed solution consists of a toolset for end users of 

the license and for the administrators of the license services and servers. 

Processes to be used in the tool and in practice in the company are defined 

together with the future users of the solution. The processes are introduced in 

this thesis along with the implemented supporting functionality in the tool itself. 

The solution helps the end users and administrators with customer 

management, license service management and change management. It also 

provides simple methods for license usage statistics, which are developed to be 

easily upgradable or changeable by modular design. This in turn enables 

changing just the usage reporting part of the tool, when planning new 

functionalities to cover new requirements expected to come later due to large 

organizational changes in the company. 
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TIIVISTELMÄ 

 

Tämä työ esittelee ratkaisun, joka on kehitetty auttamaan esimerkkiyhtiötä 

lisenssipalveluiden hallinnassa ja lisenssien käyttöraportoinnissa. Ratkaisu on 

kehitetty palvelemaan sekä lisenssijärjestelmien ylläpitäjiä, että lisenssien 

organisationaalisia omistajia ja loppukäyttäjiä.  Työssä käydään ensin läpi 

lisenssien perusteet ja erilaiset lisensointimallit, jotka ovat yleisimmin käytössä 

tutkimus- ja tuotekehitysyksiköissä. Sitten arvioidaan olemassa olevien 

lisenssinhallinta- ja käyttöraportointityökalujen soveltuvuutta suurille yhtiöille. 

Tämän ja esimerkkiyhtiön kanssa käytyjen keskusteluiden perusteella valittiin 

sopivin ratkaisu, joka myös toteutettiin osana ratkaisua. Tehty ratkaisu koostuu 

työkaluista loppukäyttäjille sekä lisenssipalveluiden ja palvelimien ylläpitäjille. 

Myös työkalussa sekä käytännön työssä käytettävät prosessit määritettiin 

yhdessä työkalun tulevien käyttäjien kanssa. Nämä prosessit esitellään työssä 

yhdessä niitä tukevien työkalujen toiminnallisuuksien kanssa. Kehitetty 

ratkaisu auttaa sekä loppukäyttäjiä että ylläpitäjiä asiakashallinnan, 

lisenssipalveluiden hallinnan ja muutoksenhallinnan avulla. Kehitetty 

järjestelmä tarjoaa yksinkertaiset työkalut lisenssipalveluiden 

käyttöraportointiin. Nämä työkalut sekä niiden rajapinnat ovat suunniteltu 

helposti vaihdettaviksi sekä päivitettäviksi modulaarisella suunnittelulla. 

Tämän ansiosta ainoastaan käyttöraportointi voidaan rakentaa paremmin tai 

kokonaan uusiksi tarvittaessa, kun suunnitellaan uusia ominaisuuksia 

tarjoamaan työkaluja uusille vaatimuksille, joita oletettavasti on tulossa 

myöhemmin johtuen suurista organisaatiomuutoksista esimerkkiyhtiössä. 

 

Avainsanat: lisenssihallinta, kelluvat lisenssit, käyttöraportointi 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
 

 

Software licensing is probably the most used technology in copyright protection of 

software and licenses tend to use a large portion of budgets reserved for ICT 

(Information and Communication Technology) services in companies working on 

various fields [1]. For the past few years with increasing speed the change has been 

towards service based costs such as maintenance and support costs rather than the 

traditional license fees [2]. Also increasing use of cloud services, like Software as a 

Service (SaaS) solutions, may decrease the license costs for a company depending on 

their application usage patterns as the economic model for cloud computing is 

usually said to follow pay as you go –principle, which removes the need for up-front 

license purchases [3]. Especially R&D (Research and Development) department of a 

company uses quite many proprietary applications that cost a lot of money. The 

company needs to invest into tools and hardware that require also either a fixed 

license cost or a negotiable license cost depending on the amount of usage for an 

application. 

There are several different types of licenses, but for the license management 

perspective the two most popular are a fixed license, which gives access to the 

software for an identified workstation [4] [5], and a floating license, which limits the 

number of concurrent users to a certain threshold [4] [5]. This thesis focuses on 

floating licenses where the companies can make the most cost savings and efficiency 

improvements by improving the management of floating license services inside a 

company. 

This work presents a solution tailored for the case company, a global 

telecommunications enterprise using licenses either globally or locally depending on 

the license agreements. 

Efficient use of floating licenses is an important aspect of license management as 

buying unused licenses costs a lot of extra money that would not be needed if the 

license usage could be calculated and estimated more precisely. License distribution 

is also a key aspect in license management as different licenses have different 

restrictions. There can be geographically restricted licenses like local licenses, only 

to be used in a certain site, or regional licenses, restricted to be used only in Europe. 

There are also hardware and software restrictions like licenses that do not work in a 

virtual environment, only in a real physical hardware. The restrictions for license use 

and especially license manager use must be considered when designing license 

service management processes and tools as they have a direct impact on the actual 

usage of license services. 

To help reducing the license costs, the companies need actual license usage data 

and must be able predict the changes on the license usage [5]. Also different reports 

on license usage help the company to see if it is using its licenses inefficiently or 

does the company have too few licenses in certain areas or applications. This work 

studies suitable solutions for gathering license statistics for the case company from 

available tools and implements the selected solution or enablers for it into the 

developed system. License management, especially in large organizations, usually 

includes also customer and user management, infrastructure and asset management 

and a need for change management processes. The case company has a team 

handling all of these for R&D organizations and the system developed in this work is 

designed to help in these very activities. 
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The goals for this work are to design new processes for license service 

management for the administrators, license owners as well as end users to help in 

their work. These processes are to be also implemented in the developed system to 

make sure that the processes are followed as they are designed and to have a single 

point of contact for license service management that is usable for all the parties. The 

developed system should also make it possible to gather license usage statistics for 

most of the used license managers and to provide relatively easy to use functionality 

and documentation for the team handling license management to further improve the 

tool if needed in the future. 

This document begins with an introduction to licenses and licensing models used 

especially in R&D environments and continues with a study of relevant tools for 

license management and usage reporting for large enterprises. Based on the study 

and discussion with the case company, the developed solution is designed and 

introduced in the following chapter. After the system description, discussion chapter 

gathers the results of the work and compares them to the set goals and how those are 

achieved. Discussion also includes possible future improvements that have risen up 

during the development. The document ends with a summary of the project, its 

content and results. 
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2. SOFTWARE LICENSING 
 

 

One definition for a software license is an authorization to use some specific 

software. Most software is licensed rather than sold, which in practice means the 

purchaser is never the owner of the software, but only has a permission to use the 

software under agreed circumstances defined in the license agreement. Software 

licenses are often bound to proprietary, or closed source software, but they also apply 

for free and open source software. 

There are multiple types of licenses and the categorization differs depending on 

the categorization rules. This work focuses on software used in engineering tools and 

platforms and the software license categories are derived based on that knowledge. 

This does rule out some types of licenses that have a very insignificant role in the 

license setup in a R&D environment. 

Different licensing models are listed with major differential factors in Section 2.2 

and Section 2.5 explains why license management and administration has to be 

thoroughly thought and managed throughout the organization. This chapter also lists 

the current commercial and open source tools and practices available and their pros 

and cons based on the relevance for the case company. 

 

2.1. License categorization 

 

There are quite a few of different ways to categorize software licenses and the two 

chosen here are the most relevant ones for this project. License agreements also play 

a vital role in software licensing as the same license model can be restricted further 

in license agreements.  

According to GNU Foundation free software is a matter of freedom, not price. 

Proprietary software companies typically use the term free to refer to price. Perhaps 

purchased hardware is bundled with software, and the price includes both, or one 

obtains a binary copy of the software at no charge. But one may not distribute the 

software without breaking the license agreements. [6] 

Figure 1 explains the different categories of software in terms of free and non-free 

licenses [6]. It also gives an overview of software licenses that can be downloaded 

for free from the Internet. In addition to open source software, shareware software is 

usually freely available, but it often misses some features compared to the paid 

version of the same software. 

Proprietary software uses different licensing models to restrict and control the 

usage of the software based on the license agreements between the software 

company that builds the used software and the company using it. Proprietary 

software usually comes with a EULA, end-user license agreement that includes terms 

which define the uses of the software. The number of installations per license can be 

limited or the redistribution, even inside a company, can be limited with this 

agreement. Without accepting these terms the end user is not usually even permitted 

to use the software. 

Free and open source software often uses either some permissive license or a 

copyleft license. Permissive licenses, such as MIT license, which grants the rights to 
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use, copy, modify, merge, publish, distribute, sublicense and/or sell copies of the 

license software, aim generally to be as permissive regard the software as possible 

[7]. GNU General Public License, like most of copyleft licenses, requires that all 

released improved versions of the software to be free software as well [8]. They aim 

to give the user basically the same permissions as permissive licenses, but also to 

make sure that any subsequent improvements or modifications of the software do not 

restrict the usage any further than is defined in the original license. 

 

Propietary software

Public domain software
(without source)

shareware

Free software

Open source software

Public domain software
(with source)

Software under lax permissive 
license

Copylefted software

Software under 
GPL

 free download software

Figure 1. Free and non-free software license categorization. 

 

2.2. Common licensing models 

 

All software licensing aims to protect both the vendor’s investment by minimizing 

the risk of hard piracy and the enterprise’s investment by minimizing the risk of 

auditing fines from soft piracy. In soft piracy, a user inadvertently uses the product in 

a way that violates the license agreement. Hard piracy is a purposeful attempt to 

bypass licensing protections usually with the intent to redistribute the product. There 

are multiple different licensing models for different purposes, greatly depending on 

the amount of needed protection and end user use cases. Table 1 lists the common 

software licensing models used in the industry [4]. The models are explained in more 

detail in the following sections. All the common models are widely used in the 

industry, but regarding R&D environments, all the network-based models are the 

most used and the most important ones. It is often far easier to achieve cost-savings 

with network-based licenses than, for example, with node-locked licenses. 
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Table 1. Common license models 

Model How it works 

Packaged 

 

Perpetual 

 

Trial 

A single license purchased for a single user or machine. 

Traditionally sold as out-of-the-box software. 

Permanent licenses purchased upfront. Examples include node-

locked, user-locked or unlocked. 

Users are able to try software before purchasing. 

Server (per 

CPU) 

The number of processors running determinates that of licenses 

purchased. 

Network-based Uses a centralized system to distribute licenses to network users. 

Subscription-

based 

License purchased for some period of time. 

Utility-based Customer charged according to the time the product is being used 

(pay per use). 

 

2.2.1. Packaged, perpetual or trial licensing 

 

Packaged licensing includes different locking or key expiration mechanisms to 

protect the software. Node-locked perpetual licensing permits any user on a single 

machine to use the installed software without compromising the license agreement. 

Node-locking mechanisms vary from machine host names, MAC (Media Access 

Control) addresses, serial numbers and combinations of those to the use of a dongle, 

typically a USB device attached to the computer, which enables the use of some 

application on that computer. Locking can be done also by user-level permissions, 

for example by file system permissions. Perpetual licenses typically force the 

customer to purchase technical support, patches and version updates for some 

predefined period; thus, they are in many ways the precursors to subscription-based 

licensing, but without automated updating. Trial license usually comes with no 

support and disables the product after some time period or until the customer has 

purchased additional licensing. [4] 

 

2.2.2. Server based licensing 

 

Traditionally, per CPU (Central Processing Unit) licensing was used quite heavily in 

software and especially in grid environments, but multicore processing has changed 

that quite dramatically and has divided the vendors to count the cores and needed 

licenses differently. Some count the number of sockets and other use the number of 

cores as a base for the needed licenses. From the customers’ perspective, thankfully 

the license vendors have used common sense here and do not treat cores as 
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processors directly nowadays. For example, Oracle uses multicore-factors based on 

the real core performance for different systems to count the license costs [9]. 

 

2.2.3. Network-based licensing 

 

Concurrent user, or floating, license is a license model where a limited number of 

licenses are shared among a larger number of users. This model assumes that all the 

users are not using the same software at the same time, which brings the company 

cost-savings by reducing the number of needed licenses; it is not anymore equal to 

the number of users. Another common network-based model is the network-named 

licensing model. 

Floating licenses enable a company to use the same licenses all around the 

company’s offices, even around the world, provided that the license agreements 

actually permit that. It is a network license, which can be accessed anywhere as long 

as the server hosting the license and the client using the licensed application are 

connected. A simplified diagram of how a network license is used is shown in Figure 

2. It includes the basic steps needed for one application use cycle, for example a 

build job using some compiler in a build farm. 

Another type of network-based license, network-named, licenses are generally 

cheaper to purchase than concurrent ones, but they do not offer as much flexibility as 

the licenses are allocated to a single user and do not offer sharing. Instead, they rely 

on a list that maps particular users to the licensed product’s use [4]. They do however 

bring benefits for the company in, for example, license monitoring compared to 

standalone applications on a user’s workstation. 

 

Application launch
Request a license 

from license server

Queue until a 
free license is 

available
No Aqcuire licenseYes

Run applicationFree the licenseClose application

 

Figure 2. Simplified license acquisition process. 
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2.2.4. Subscription-based licensing 

 

Customers can also subscribe as users for some software for some time period, 

usually a year or more, during which they automatically receive any updates or 

patches and get support from the vendor. The model is based on the premise that 

both users and software vendors benefit from automatic continuous updating [4]. 

Typically, increasing the number of licenses is relatively cheap and if planned 

correctly, the costs can be calculated for longer time periods beforehand and also the 

payments can be spread over a longer period.  However, this model also possibly 

locks in the customer to use some specific vendor and once the licensing term 

expires, the costs can be dramatically increased if the vendor knows that the 

customer does not really have any alternatives or the customer does not get anymore 

some critical security patches if the license is not renewed. 

 

2.2.5. Utility-based licensing 

 

Customers can also buy as many pay-per-use licenses they need and the vendor only 

then charges for each use according to the definition of “use” in the license 

agreement. This integrates well with the concurrent network-based model because 

network license management systems usually gather usage data as well and that can 

be reported directly to the vendor. 

Also a hybrid of the two models is seen nowadays in some licensing systems, 

where in addition to the actual number of licenses, a buffer of licenses, or overdraft 

protection, is purchased, which allows a user to continue using products even if the 

license limit is exceeded. The vendor must decide if licenses can continue running 

for some limited period or if only critical parts of the application can continue 

running. [4] 

2.2.6. Floating license solutions 

 

There are multiple companies offering their own license manager types regarding 

how to implement a solution that restricts the use of software only for the license 

owners. Probably the most used is FlexNet Publisher [10], currently owned by 

Flexera Software. It is often also referred to by its old name, FLEXlm. FlexNet is 

especially often used in different electronic design automation tools (EDA). Other 

solutions include Reprise LM (RLM) [11], LM-X License Manager [12], SafeNet 

Software Monetization Solutions & Software Licensing [13] and ElecKey [14] and 

many others. They all offer some way to restrict the use of software only for 

authorized users. They also include, either as a built-in function or as an add-on, 

license usage monitors and statistical functions.  
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2.3. FlexNet – de facto standard for floating licensing 

 

FlexNet Publisher, previously FLEXlm, is the de facto standard in network licenses. 

It has been on the market for years, which is well tested and widely used with 

software vendors. Due to its central role, it is also been, and still is, a standard where 

to all the other license systems are compared to. For this reason, it gives a good 

overview how a network license system is built and how it works. The basic 

principles are somewhat similar in most of the license solutions. 

Traditionally, a floating license solution, such as FlexNet, is implemented as 

client-server architecture, where the application is the client and it connects the 

license server to obtain the license required to run the needed application. General 

structure for such architecture is described in Figure 3. The license server runs a 

process called license server manage, which acts as a communicator between the 

application and an application specific daemon called vendor daemon. The vendor 

daemon is capable of understanding the particular licensing scheme for that vendor’s 

application, which is expressed as feature lines in the vendor license file [15]. 

License file also includes license information for quantity and time extent of the 

license. Vendor daemon’s job is to process the license request and it either grants or 

denies the access depending on the number of available licenses and defined usage 

constraints for the license [16].  Debug and report log hold the information for 

license check-outs and check-ins, as well as denials. This info can be imported into 

some tools for exact license usage statistics. Option files are files defined by license 

administrators that restrict license usage to specific users or groups. 

 

License
server

Checkout 
request

FLEXenabled
application

License server 
manager

Vendor 
daemon

License 
file

Debug 
log

Options 
file

Report 
logTrusted 

storage

 

Figure 3. General structure of a FlexNet license manager. 

 

2.3.1. Benefits of floating licensing 

 

Floating licenses bring the software users, as well as the software owner, different 

benefits that either help with license costs, usage tracking or ease of deployment. The 

most relevant ones are listed in Table 2 [17], but the benefits are not restricted to 

these and depend much on how the software is used and accessed in the company. 
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The use of network licensing assumes that the company needs to move licenses 

from workstation to workstation and from user to user. 

 

Table 2. Benefits of floating licensing for IT department 

Flexible and efficient use of licenses No need to bind the license to a single 

host. 

Usage tracking Easily see how and when the licenses are 

used. 

Control Restrict the access to a license for certain 

users or groups. 

Standardization Well tested and used license 

technologies. 

2.4. Virtualization’s effects on software licensing 

 

Virtualization has already changed the license environment and license solutions and 

will change them even more in the future. Licenses tied to hardware resources or 

types do not work in virtualized environments into which more and more companies 

and datacentres are focusing on. Virtualization can be defined in many ways; from 

the license perspective, one way to do this is to divide it into virtual machines, 

application virtualization, terminal servers, grids, multi-core or hyper-threading 

CPUs, application streaming and remote controlling [18]. 

Virtual machines are operating systems running on a single physical machine all 

believing that they are the only system running there [18]. In application 

virtualization, applications on one operating system each believe that they are the 

only application running on the system. Terminal servers share one operating system 

instance to multiple users by isolating the users from others. Grid environments are 

usually heterogeneous clusters combining lot of different hardware under one single 

grid infrastructure, for example to deliver a distributed build environment for 

software. Different CPU architectures work totally differently from the license 

perspective as many CPUs can act as one single CPU or one CPU can act as a set of 

CPUs. Applications can also be streamed directly from the network so that they are 

downloaded, installed, configured and run on demand. Remote control enables the 

users to control keyboards, mouse or, for example, video remotely over a network. 

Virtualization changes the needed license models as a single application can serve 

a number of different users or even different companies from the same server. The 

same application usually needs to be easily transferrable and the license cannot be 

the obstacle in those cases or the users will find solutions that do work with the new 

requirements regardless of the license restrictions on agreements. That makes the 

software vendors change and adapt the license models to meet the new requirements 

that arise from the changes in infrastructure and work environment. Virtualization 

also raises opportunities to simplify license management, both for vendor and end 

user companies. Software vendors can reduce hardware targets and extend life of 

their application, as well as define per-platform pricing. Reducing hardware targets 

means less porting work from architecture to architecture and focusing on the 

hardware users actually have. Virtual machines are often used to run old applications 

and systems instead of physical machines, which may have had their expiration date 
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years ago. Software vendors can use this to their benefit [18]. Per-platform pricing 

enables the vendors to support new machines and charge from them as well instead 

of doing more hardware ports for free whenever a new hardware model is introduced 

[18]. Also, if software and it’s licenses are known to work in virtualized 

environments, the vendors can and usually do charge an uplift for these extra features 

that are not yet so common that they should be offered free. 

One enabler for the popularity of cloud services is their easy licensing model for 

the customers. Infrastructure as a service (IaaS) also includes the needed licenses as 

their usage can be monitored and charged by the actual usage levels such as used 

CPU cycles, used storage size and used amount of network traffic. Software as a 

Service (SaaS) clouds can easily sell their software using subscription based models 

or variations of those depending on the requirements. The actual usage level of the 

application is easy to monitor and the customer or end user has a good visibility how 

his or her applications are used and by whom. It is, however, hard for the service 

providers to come up with agreements that are both flexible enough for users and 

license vendors. The right solutions differs from application to application and from 

vendor to vendor and this increases the needed workload for the service providers as 

they will have to do the license negotiations and act as an interface to the customer as 

well. One solution offered for this is License as a Service (LaaS) model, which 

tackles these issues by obtaining the needed licenses for an offered service only when 

they are actually needed [19]. This does not include additional initial costs for the 

service providers offering SaaS solutions as the used licenses are obtained at the 

same time as the software is started. The whole process is transparent to the service 

provider’s customer as everything from license request and billing to license 

acquisition is automatic. 

 

2.5. License management and administration 

 

All license management and administration underline the need for reliable data on 

license usage, as well as for software to help to understand that data. Usage data is 

important for the license purchasers and to the software vendors, partly also for the 

same reasons. Vendors can charge the company based on the actual usage and the 

companies know how much and where the software is used and how they should 

obtain their licenses. As the company grows, the management becomes harder and in 

a large enterprise license management is not usually centralized altogether and how 

licenses are managed may vary between organizations. The main drivers for 

management and administration tasks are the same, however. 

 

2.5.1. License usage restrictions 

 

License usage can be restricted by license agreements, license daemon architecture, 

license software or the company itself can restrict usage of license only to a certain 

group of users by organization or even by geographical location. License agreements 

can have terms that restrict the usage only on hosts owned by the company that 
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bought the license or only for the employees of the company which would rule out 

subcontractors or external labour, for example. A company employee would not 

perhaps be allowed to use the same software at home in his or her own computer or 

even in the company laptop if the agreements restrict the use strictly into the 

company network and premises. However, often the restrictions are not that strict 

and the same software can be used at home, at least with a company owned hardware 

using a VPN, Virtual Private Network, connection to the company network. 

License daemon architecture can make the license administrator’s job harder by 

restricting the use of the daemon in virtual hardware. The daemon could also only 

run in a certain operating system and only in 32 bit architecture host. It might also 

bind the licenses into the hardware serial numbers or other unique addresses, which 

would greatly challenge, for example, high-available solutions for a single license 

service. 

The company using the licensed software itself might want to have restrictions 

where the license server and licenses are accessible and by whom so that the 

licensees are really used by those who need them and not, for example, by other 

internal organizations who have not paid for the licenses or the services and are just 

free riding.  

 

2.5.2. License usage reporting 

 

One of main tasks for license management systems is to gather data about the usage 

of the licenses. The amount of needed licenses might decrease over time, but if the 

usage is not monitored, no one will know when that happens and extra licenses are 

paid without any actual need. License usage is also tightly coupled with tool usage, 

which helps the support teams to develop and assign resources into correct tools that 

are the most widely and heavily used in the company. 

Needed tools for gathering the data vary and depend much on the used license 

scenario. In R&D tools the used licenses usually work in a similar manner and their 

usage can be gathered simply by requesting the current usage data from the license 

manager daemon. This can then be inserted into a database periodically to gather the 

actual usage of the licenses over different timespans. The tools usually also log their 

usage into a log file, which can be analysed by proper tools for exact license usage 

statistics. Once the usage data is in some database, it is fairly simple process to 

display it in some form for the administrators or end users. The real effort that needs 

to be put into data gathering is combining this usage data with usable and 

informative data from other databases such as a company personnel database, 

including location and organizational information. Licenses may be used even 

against the license agreements if the data shows that users from a location that is not 

included in the license are still using the license over network connections or that the 

license usage has spread into organizations that should not be using it due to 

limitations in the amount of licenses or license agreement. 

Even though the data is easy to get for most of the licenses, there needs to be also 

some ways to interpret the values. Usage may follow some patterns based on 

geographical data or times, when the licenses are all occupied are seen on specific 

dates or time of day, indicating a usage pattern on the end users side, which should 
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be taken into consideration, for example, when specifying the requirements for 

license renewals. 

 

2.5.3. Auditions 

 

One major reason why companies should have up to date information how their 

licenses are used and by whom is auditions from software companies. Software 

owners naturally want to prevent illegal usage of their software and can request an 

audition of their software usage in a company. If a company is found to have been 

using the software against the license agreements or have been using more licenses 

that they have paid for, the company is usually given a fine, which might have 

financially a major effect on the profitability of the company. The whole audition 

process takes time and resources and proper license management processes and tools 

help to go through the audition dramatically. Initial costs for the tools might be high, 

but the needed resources and money for an audition and possible fine will be high as 

well, which are that easily calculable, however. 

 

2.5.4. Administrative tasks 

 

License administration means different things for different users. The license owner, 

for instance, the one paying for it, needs to have a good visibility how the license is 

used and by whom. He or she also needs to be sure that the license works as it should 

and is always available. It might be a totally different person, or even a company, 

that is actually making sure that the license service and all the license daemons are 

running in correct places and end user applications are configured correctly to use the 

correct license servers. 

License managers and daemons have in the end to run somewhere. The support 

can be purchased from the software vendor directly, usually including all the needed 

software as well, or hardware can be outsourced to some IT data centre company and 

only handle the software side. Or if the company is large enough, an own system, 

including the servers, can be a cost-wise alternative. Different license models may 

have some requirements for a specific kind of hardware as well and in those cases, 

buying the support elsewhere might be surprisingly expensive. 

From the end user perspective or that of the person responsible for a license in the 

company, the most needed functionalities regarding the licenses are seeing that the 

license servers are up and running and the licenses are served as they should. Also 

license expiration dates are important as with multiple licenses, to monitor all of 

them can be easily forgotten or the needed actions are not taken on time. There needs 

to be a way for the person responsible to check and know how their license is being 

used and if there are any actions needed regarding the license. In addition, the license 

might need a renewal, removal or just feature upgrades in which all cases there has to 

be a way for the person to request the needed change, if not possible to do it himself. 

This is where the license management systems come in to the picture. In small 

companies, it might be possible to have just a single person or team maintaining the 
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licenses and making sure they are active and properly used. In larger companies, this 

is often impossible and there are multiple persons each responsible for a set of 

licenses and the actual license maintenance can be even done by some other team. 

That team has to have some kind of way for the license owners to check on their own 

licenses and also a way to simplify the maintenance work for the team. License usage 

reporting and statistics require also some kind of software solution. Also, there might 

be requirements for access control, license file backups, integration to other tools or 

databases and many others as requirements tend to increase as the awareness 

increases. In any case, there is no single good solution for all the requirements and it 

needs to be studied case by case which would be the best choice. 

 

2.6. Tools for asset and license management and reporting 

 

There are both commercial and some open source solutions available for license 

management and usage reporting. Most big enterprises use a few, mainly SAM, 

Software Asset Management, tools depending on the organization. Desktop 

computers and the software in those are often managed via some central SAM 

application, which also includes license usage statistics. In server infrastructure, the 

situation is a bit different and might vary even inside a company a lot. Usually, SAM 

tools are not that easy to implement in a global scale due to heterogeneity of 

networks and servers in a company. Security-wise, even firewall openings need to be 

carefully designed and implemented, which is a laborious work and one of the 

obstacles that need to be tackled in global solutions. Different license manager 

vendors offer their own solutions which are designed to work with their own license 

managers, but usually are capable of processing the data from other license managers 

as well. Tools developed purely for license management and usage reporting are, 

depending on the planned usage, however, quite expensive. Also, the tools are 

usually either impossible or difficult to modify or integrate into the company’s own 

internal tools or databases. Open source solutions in this area are not that actively 

developed and are usually developed only for some specific license manager type. 

Due to the open nature of those solutions, they can be more easily integrated into 

other tools or systems without much modification required for the existing tools or 

platforms. 

Different SAM tools are the usual enterprise applications that are used for license 

management tasks. These tools offer very sophisticated reports on license usage, 

costs and contracts provided that this info is available in some format that the tool 

can use. Often, the tools also rely on additional applications and services for extra or 

more advanced features. And in most cases, these are not free or included in the cost 

of the application. It is also possible to buy the whole asset management, including 

license management, as a service from some vendors. These solutions are quite 

expensive initially, but the costs have to be compared to the labour costs and actual 

license costs which are often even a lot more. As these tools offer so many features, 

it is fairly easy for a company to pay for extra unneeded features if it is not clearly 

documented what kind of data is needed and how it is imported into the tool. 

License manager vendors, such as Flexera or X-Formation, offer also simplified 

license administration tools for license usage statistics and in some cases, license 

manager administration. Flexera offers a full suite of applications for asset and 
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license management targeted for larger enterprises and X-Formation offers a License 

Statistics tool for tracking license usage for floating licenses. The tools vary a lot in 

functionalities and price and also in the level of support that is received with the 

purchase of the tool. There are also tools specialized in license management, 

monitoring and optimization such as OpenLM [20] which offer a lot of needed 

functionalities for license specific tasks, but do not bundle in or even offer any asset 

management possibilities. 

Open source, or free, solutions that offer the most capabilities that are usually 

found in commercial tools are rare. Open source solutions tend to specialize only in 

some specific areas, but not all. One good example of those is phpLicenseWatcher 

[21], which focuses mainly on FlexLM licenses by directly communicating with the 

license daemon on the license server. Some commercial solutions also offer free 

versions of their software for small companies that do not have that many license 

servers in their network. For those companies, these free versions of commercial 

solutions are probably the best choice as they offer a lot of functionalities, also to 

keep up with the growth of company. However, it should be kept in mind that these 

free versions are offered to get the customer on board in an early phase as it is quite 

time and resource consuming work to change a license management solution to 

another. These free versions might have the same functionality than their purchased 

versions like OpenLM or offer slightly limited functionality as with X-Formation’s 

License Statistics. 

One great aspect in open source software is the reusability and modifiability of the 

software as it is often possible with some effort to integrate these solutions into 

existing ones or use an open API, application programming interface, to 

communicate between different tools and applications. As long as the API stays the 

same, the tool version can be updated knowing that the tool integrations will still 

work. This is not always the case with commercial tools and there is always a risk of 

using tools that rely on another tool for functionality. PhpLicenseWatcher is also an 

example of these as it relies on the FlexLM binaries offered by Flexera Software. 

Newer versions of their license manager, FlexNet Publisher, a follower for FlexLM, 

are not fully compatible with the older versions and the binary compatibility can 

break totally sometime in the future. In that case, PhpLicenseWatcher would need to 

be updated, most probably rewritten quite much, and as an open source solution it 

does not have the support level found from the commercial counterparts. 

The next sections cover a few most promising solutions for the case company and 

probably the most used license management solutions altogether more thoroughly. 

There are a variety of alternative tools from different vendors, but the main 

functionalities in the tools are basically the same. Some solutions are a part of a 

bigger software suite and some are an independent program, which makes the 

comparison of the tools hard for some specific purpose. Section 2.6.4 also 

summarizes found differences and similarities between the tools and lists the found 

benefits and challenges in the tools. 

 

2.6.1. FlexNet Manager 

 

Flexnet Manager, by Flexera Software [10], is a whole suite of applications bundled 

into a one solution. Only the needed applications can be bought on top of the FlexNet 
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Manager Platform which is the foundation of the suite. Manager platform provides 

hardware and software asset management capabilities for a lot of vendors due to 

popularity of Flexera’s license managers such as FlexNet. Manager platform 

provides a base for a full set of asset management tools and processes for automatic 

license purchasing versus installed license reconciliation, as well as automated 

discovery, inventory and application recognition across multiple platforms. It helps 

in keeping the software licenses in compliance automatically via the large SKU 

(Stock Keeping Unit) database provided with the suite. The suite also has a product 

use rights library bundled in, which contains license entitlements for the biggest 

vendors to be able to minimize license consumption almost automatically via 

automatic license renewals. Without these databases, it would be quite impossible to 

automate it as software vendors have different license models, entitlements and 

contracts that all play a role in the number of needed licenses. 

To be fully useful and to gather all the available data, the manager platform needs 

to have an agent running on the servers or desktops that require management. It does 

also work without any agents, but in that case, not all the functionality is available as 

all the needed data is not fetched from the hosts remotely. The manager platform can 

also be integrated, by included adapters, into existing IT systems. For example, 

automatic license purchase order processing and license reconciliation would require 

connectivity to financial data, the installed and used software and the SKU library in 

the platform to determine the best possible license entitlement for the company and 

automatically purchase that from the vendor and take the bought licenses into use. 

The platform also has a lot of different reporting possibilities via a dashboard view 

for example for license compliance. 

For engineering applications, there is an additional module available, which tracks 

and reports concurrent license usage which is one of the most needed functions in 

R&D environments. FlexNet Manager for Engineering Applications shows the 

current usage of the licenses and optimizes the license usage by identifying 

automatically under- and over-utilized licenses. The application also works with 

license managers from other vendors. The application brings also insight into 

investments needed by using historical usage data and customizable variables when 

trying to determine the effect of changing license agreements or usage pattern 

changes, to name a few. 

The tool itself can be used as a native Windows tool or as a web based application. 

The layout of the tool is similar to any modern Windows application and it also 

provides an easy to use dashboard views for quickly checking, for example, any 

alerts that may have been triggered by expiring licenses, due payments to vendors or 

license over-utilization. All the alerts are naturally configurable and the dashboard 

elements can be also configured quite freely. It is easy to navigate around and find 

the needed info once one gets used to the software as at a first glance the sheer 

number of possibilities and available data can be a bit too much. The available 

functions and data also greatly depend on the integrated tools and databases from 

which the tool can gather the data. 

Flexnet Manager is marketed for large enterprises, which can be seen in the 

application bundling. After the initial purchase of the manager platform which 

requires the most effort from the company to integrate it into their own systems and 

processes, it is far easier to purchase additional applications for some specific 

purposes, which compared to the total costs is not that big of an increase in the 

operation costs. The initial costs and the maintenance fees of the suite are specified 
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also high as the suite is designed to work as a single solution for IT asset 

management and license management for the whole company, not just in some sub-

organization where operating it is costly as only a percentage of the available 

functionality can be used. 

 

2.6.2. X-Formation’s License Statistics 

 

X-Formation’s License Statistics tool [12] opens up by default with a dashboard 

view that has a few widget-like table views inside. It has a widget for an overall view 

of license servers, a widget for most utilized features, license usage for the past 24 

hours, features expiring in the near future, users using the same feature on multiple 

hosts and a log for errors or warnings. The number and order of these widgets can be 

configured in the tool preferences. The tool is a web based application, which stores 

the data it gathers from the license daemons and servers into a database, which can 

be either built-in or a separate one. Real-time data is gathered by connecting to the 

license daemons at specific intervals and writing the data into the database. License 

Statistics also support a wide variety of license managers and even the non-supported 

ones can be used by defining a custom XML file of the available data. The tool also 

supports imported usage reporting where the license usage statistics are gathered 

directly from the daemon logs. For example, compilers can run only for a very brief 

period of a time, which would not be caught by a monitor that runs at intervals. 

Compiler runs will however leave a timestamp on the daemon logs from where they 

can be gathered for further analysis. 

License statistics offers a few different reporting tools, which are basically 

predefined SQL commands and calculations on the results. Reports include current 

users of features on each of the servers, historical usage per feature, usage per user, 

comparison tools for usage statistics, real-time utilization levels and usernames, 

expiring features and  real-time number of borrowed licenses. The number of license 

denials is also captured to the database. The majority of the reports are also filterable 

by a server name or by a feature. All missing queries can be defined manually with 

SQL commands provided that the data is available in the tool’s database. 

The tool also integrates easily into the company’s authentication services such as 

LDAP. The tool does not offer any specific APIs for integration into the company’s 

other services or systems, but the database behind the tool is accessible by SQL 

queries for which the tool does have some helper functions and a quite 

comprehensive documentation available. 

The tool can be installed on Windows and Linux platforms and monitoring of 

floating license does not require any additional clients. Supported license managers 

are directly accessed over the network. Standalone applications can be monitored 

similar to floating licenses with the help of Usage client add-on that needs to be 

installed to the application server. The application start-up process is configured to 

be rerouted to the Usage client, which will then start the application and enable 

License statistics to track its usage. The whole process is transparent to the end user 

and works with most applications [12]. 

X-Formation also offers a good support which is included in the license of the tool. 

The costs of the tool increase with the number of license servers and that of 

supported users. X-Formation offers multiple license models for License statistics 
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where the license fees differ based on the total number of users, licenses and type of 

monitoring. Real-time or imported usage monitoring has a different cost, real-time 

being more expensive. The tool can be also bought with node locked licenses, but 

with large enterprises, using a lot of license servers, the costs of that licensing model 

tend to rise quite high. All licenses are bundled with support that includes technical 

support by email or phone and access to new software versions as they are released 

for one year. 

 

2.6.3. OpenLM 

 

OpenLM is a tool for managing concurrent license usage without additional asset 

management functionalities [20]. It supports a long list of license managers, 

including the most used in engineering environments, and helps the companies to 

manage the license utilization efficiency and license compliance with quite versatile 

software, which is designed to be easy to integrate into existing systems with the help 

of APIs in the tool. 

OpenLM’s user interface is web-based and built to be quite Windows like with 

widgets that the user can open and close as needed. It is easy to use at a first glance 

as the interface is not bloated with too much info. The majority of the additional 

tools or reports are accessible from the main menu or submenus in the widgets. The 

tool has different easy-to-use views for administration, billing, managers and end 

users. The views are quite modifiable as the seen widgets are defined per user and 

the tool remembers the user settings. 

The administrator view includes the license servers and the licenses running on the 

servers with basic information about the current usage and status. License daemons 

can be also started, stopped and restarted from the same view if the required access 

rights have been configured correctly. The tool also integrates quite easily into the 

company’s Active Directory or LDAP servers for user authentication and role based 

access control. It is also possible to enable or disable specific license features directly 

from the tool’s web view. The views for billing purposes include reports which can 

be generated based on users, groups, projects or workstations. In large enterprises, a 

cost based billing is normal and usage data for a cost centre is quite easy to obtain 

with these reports. Reports can be also derived by servers or licenses. Denial reports 

are also a good indicator of a wrong number of licenses in some cases, which helps 

the administrators to define the right location for licenses or indicate a possible need 

for further license investments. Managers are also keen on actual usage levels, which 

can be easily seen in the tool. Even the end users will benefit from the tool as a 

floating license enables the users to obtain the licenses themselves and possibly also 

contact the users holding the majority of the licenses in the cases where those 

licenses could be used also elsewhere. Users can be also notified when a specific 

license is available. 

For troubleshooting, the end user can take a first look on the license usage and 

server status from the tool and see if the problem is in lack of available licenses or in 

a faulty license server. In practice, alerts would be defined for administrators that 

trigger on specific conditions such as long lasting license usage or errors with license 

daemon connectivity between the tool and a license server. OpenLM offers 

functionality for this kind of alerts as well. 
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The tool relies on OpenLM Utilizer Agent and OpenLM Broker for additional 

license information. The agent, either a native Windows service or a Java version for 

UNIX, provides license information for end users as well that may not have the 

needed administration privileges. OpenLM Active Agent is an additional component 

that adds support for closing idle software sessions. This is only available for 

Windows platforms and requires additional licensing. OpenLM broker is an 

additional component that can be installed on the license server machine to provide 

license denial reports and precise license usage reporting for example for compiler 

licenses that run only for a brief periods. Broker is available for both Windows and 

Unix platforms. 

OpenLM licensing offers four different editions that differ in the number of 

supported vendor daemons and users, as well as the selected OpenLM components. 

In a larger enterprise, an enterprise edition of the tool is required and to get the most 

of out of the tool, a few additional components, such as OpenLM Alerts, are usually 

needed. Additional components also increase the costs of the tool. OpenLM is quite 

heavily Windows focused and not nearly all of the components are supported in 

UNIX platforms, which might be a problem in Linux-based environments. 

 

2.6.4. Benefits and challenges with the tools 

 

All the tools provide the basic functionalities for license usage statistics and 

reporting capabilities. One of the main requirements for a good tool is that it enforces 

somehow that its database is kept accurate and sources for information are correct 

[22]. The success of any license optimization tools is premised on this data so it has 

to be up to date. When companies are planning on better license management and 

comparing tools for it, they need to keep in mind that the new tool has to have out-

of-the-box integrations available for the company existing asset or configuration 

management tools if any [22]. This is, of course, dependable on how the tool is going 

to be used, but, for example, introducing another tool partly for asset management or 

configuration management just to get accurate license information would not be seen 

as a wise choice between the users. What is more, that would also naturally increase 

the costs as two overlapping tools would be needed to be kept under maintenance 

and use. It has to be also kept in mind that when choosing the tool, the supported 

licensing models across the software portfolio should be looked at, not just that the 

tool supports the current vendors the company is using the licenses from [22]. 

The usage of the tools differs mostly on how the license information is gathered 

and what are the requirements for the software parts of the tool. The main user 

interface on the tools is quite similar. A relatively simple web frontend with different 

filterable tables and report graphs seems to be the first landing page in all tools. 

Configurability of this dashboard like view is also a differentiator between the tools. 

Between the three more thoroughly tested tools, the following table, Table 3, lists the 

major differences and similarities in the tools. Some of them are compromises where 

the best of both aspects cannot be had at the same time. For example, as License 

statistics does not require a client agent on the license server or with the end user, 

strictly speaking, real-time and exact license usage statistics cannot be gathered with 

just a periodical check. For exact license usage data, License statistics offers a log 

file import option, which is missing from the other tools. Exact license data is 
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required for example in auditions and for billing purposes. It is vital to be able to 

check actual license usage on an adjustable time period as the licenses are bought 

based on the volume of use. It does also help to distinguish wrong usage methods or 

even wrong users of the licensed software based on these usage reports. Real-time 

usage monitors often do not offer this data as some tools can be used so short a 

period of times that the monitoring tools do not notice that the software has been 

already run. The log-file of the software will have all the software starts with the 

information specified and this way the duration of the use is irrelevant. Agent-based 

tools, such as Flexnet Manager, can rely on the same information on the log-file, but 

they also deliver that information to the monitoring tool periodically to have the best 

available knowledge all the time. Another way is to route all software launches 

through the agent and do the logging there. 

 

Table 3. Overview of the tested tools 

Feature Flexnet Manager License Statistics OpenLM 

A client agent 

required for the 

majority of the 

functions 

Yes No Yes 

Exact license usage 

data 

Yes Yes, with log 

import 

Yes 

Authentication AD, LDAP AD, LDAP AD, LDAP 

Supported OS Windows, Unix Windows, Unix Windows, Unix 

partly 

Reporting Yes Yes Yes 

Report exporting Yes Yes Yes 

Alerts Yes Yes Yes, with an extra 

component 

Asset management Yes No No 

Target group Large enterprises All companies All companies 

Technical Support 

and updates 

Included for one 

year 

Included for one 

year 

Included for one 

year 

License 

server/daemon 

controls 

Yes No Yes 

Integration into the 

company’s 

workflow 

Yes, with 

additional software 

and license 

No Possible with own 

development 

 

2.7. Current research and future of license management 

 

The majority of current research in software license management field is done on 

different license manager scenarios, especially focusing in distributed environments 

and cloud computing. These researches offer license manager solutions that 

overcome the obstacles that rise with the current licensing models in distributed 
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environments and could be taken into use by software applications [23]. The speed of 

change in the license manager side has not been fast in the past, but emerging needs 

and different usage scenarios, especially in cloud computing, most probably will 

make also the current market leaders on the market act faster. There are also 

solutions described that work in a distributed environment using the traditional 

client/server based license schemas, such as FlexNet Publisher, making the transition 

easier [24]. 

SLA, service level agreement, based licenses are also offered as a solution for 

licensing in distributed environments. For SLAs, there would be automated 

negotiations between the license server and the user or software entity acting on 

behalf of the user. The process would be automatically executed based on a job 

description written in define language, such as JSDL, job submission description 

language, and LDL, license description language. [25] 
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3. LICENSE MANAGEMENT SYSTEM 
 

 

This chapter defines the initial drivers for the project and introduces the methods and 

practices used during the development. Section 3.1 explains how the requirements 

and process data for the system were gathered using a few different methods. Section 

3.2 describes the overall system environment of the developed solution and how it is 

linked into other entities or services. Section 3.5 describes in detail the different 

processes used in the system from an administrators’ perspective. In section 3.4, the 

processes for an authenticated user, such as license owner, are described in detail and 

linked to the corresponding parts on the administrator processes. Section 3.3 explains 

the system architecture by dividing the solution into a backend and a frontend and 

explaining the different processes and services on both of them. Finally, Section 3.8 

describes how the system was reviewed and tested before taking it into production 

environment. 

The team managing and administrating the licenses for the R&D environment for 

the case company has approximately five persons and the project work was started 

with that group by reviewing the current tools and processes used by the team. The 

team consists of globally spread specialists for whom license management is only a 

part of their tasks and for that reason it should not take too much of work hours. 

During the last few years, the company has overcome a dramatic turnover and that 

has also reduced the headcount and resources for all the IT teams and services. The 

R&D environment, however, needs to be kept up and running without forgetting the 

development of the systems themselves. All of these have increased the workload per 

person quite much and the tools used for daily work need to be improved as well to 

ease up that workload. 

During the first sessions with the team it was clear that there, indeed, was need for 

a new and practical license administration and management system for the company: 

the old tools used for these processes were outdated and not really used effectively as 

they were originally designed for a different kind of workflows. 

The company requested a tool that could be used by both administrators and 

license owners, i.e. end users, directly to raise requests, update license information 

and gather license usage statistics in a way that would be easy enough to use for all 

the parties concerned. 

The system should also be backwards compatible as there are multitude of scripts 

and other systems depending on the information in the developed system, usually the 

database behind it. It was also hoped that the tool developed would not to be too 

dramatically changed as in that case there would most probably be a need for end 

user sessions where the new tool was comprehensibly introduced and the users were 

guided through the new tool. 

All those sessions naturally require resources, such as time and money, which the 

team was lacking all the time. The costs of commercial solutions were the biggest 

reason to discard those and to develop an own in-house solution. It may also be that 

in the near future, the company is going to have to think the whole R&D license 

setup and management differently due to the major changes in the company. Thus, it 

was not seen feasible to invest in a new tool too many resources in this phase. By 

implementing an own solution, it would be easy to align the processes and existing 

systems to use that tool and also make it possible to start using other solutions, for 

part of the functions if not all, in the future. 
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3.1. Requirements and data gathering 

 

The requirements were derived from the initial discussions with the license 

management team and locally with colleagues who are direct stakeholders for 

licenses and future users of the developed solution. A few of them are also license 

owners and they were interviewed for new ideas and improvement suggestions to the 

current processes, but the amount of interviews was deliberately kept low to keep the 

project size reasonable. It was easy to see from the very first interview that there are 

indeed a lot of requirements for the tool, but most of them fell in to the nice-to-have 

–category and would not be strictly mandatory for the solution to work. As the 

project only had one person doing the actual development work, it was agreed to 

freeze the major requirements and focus the development on those and list the rest of 

gathered requirements as minor ones, which would be implemented if time and other 

resources would allow. 

Processes to be redefined were agreed to be processes for license service creation, 

license service update and license service removal. All the actions done by an end 

user or a license owner can be based on these basic actions. Also an administrator 

will use the same processes for modifying a license service, just with a slightly 

different viewpoint. Real-time license usage monitoring was also seen as a 

requirement for the majority of the license services, depending on the license 

manager type. The developed solution should also be easier to use than the currently 

used tools that are too bloated with unnecessary data and information. The whole 

system should also be easy to integrate and designed in a modular way to be able to 

integrate it with current tools in the company, with a possibility to add functionality 

to the tool in the future. These requirements were listed down as major requirements 

which can be seen in Table 4. 

 

Table 4. Major requirements for the project 

Requirement Purpose 

Process definition for adding a new 

license service, updating an existing  

service and removing a service. 

Simplify and modernize processes used 

in the company for license management. 

For both administrators and license 

owners. 

Real-time license usage monitoring. Provide visibility of the license usage for 

all the users, both administrators and end 

users. 

Easy to use, simplicity in user interface. Improve the tools’ readability and 

usability aspects. 

Software integration and flexibility. Ease the integration work for the 

company’s other systems and make it 

possible to implement new features 

without modifications to the core. 

Backward compatibility. Ease the migration and keep existing 

tools and scripts working. 
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 The rest of the requirements were classified as minors as they are improvements 

and functionalities to the tool that ease the usage of it and make the tool more 

effective for the users. The minor requirements were also categorized at the start and 

during the development phase as some of them were enablers for others or would 

help filling the major requirement quite dramatically. For example, role based access 

control makes the overall user interface much simpler as only the license services 

that the user is interested in would be visible and all the actions could be only used 

on those. Without an integration into the company’s authentication service, these 

roles would have to be manually added to each user of the system and this would, of 

course, be a tiresome and resource wasting job for the administrators. 

For this reason, integration into some of the company’s authentication services 

was categorized as a high value task. Minor requirements were written down to the 

Scrum backlog as they were and split into tasks during the development and in each 

sprint’s starting meet. 

During the initial requirement gathering, and the weekly sessions that continued 

through the project, it was clearly seen and also pointed out by the team that the 

current processes they try to follow are so outdated that in practice such processes do 

not work and the way they are using the current tool is anything but effective. All the 

processes were in need of simplification and redesign. The work was started by 

describing the current processes and formalizing those using simple diagrams. The 

processes were chopped in to sub processes, which would be slightly different 

depending on the user perspective, e.g. an administrator or a license owner. The 

similarities in those sub processes were written down and the whole sub process was 

designed from those similarities. These derived processes and processes which were 

the same regardless of the action done were written as controllers and models and the 

rest would be done by using views following the MVC approach. 

 

3.2. System environment 

 

The overall environment for the solution is quite complex, but the main entities 

interfacing the solution and services that depend on the solution are easier to map. 

These entities are described in the system diagram seen in Figure 4. The majority of 

the business logic happens on the server side, the license management system in the 

figure, and the system users, either an administrator or end user, access the system 

through the web pages which are served dynamically from the server. End users, who 

are usually the license owners from the business side, request actions with the license 

management system and the administrators act on those requests by directly 

configuring license servers and the license management system. Usually, it is up to 

the license owner to update the application or it’s configurations to use the correct 

license information. All of this information is available in the license management 

system and stored in a database modifiable only by the license management system. 

The backend, web server, database and supporting services and scripts, run the 

business logic behind the system and keep the information on different databases and 

services consistent. There are a number of legacy services which depend on the data 

available on the system, but cannot access the data directly from the system or the 

database. Support scripts, mostly just plain shell scripts, have been made to copy and 

modify the data into the right format and location on predefined intervals from the 
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license management system. The frontend, web pages in this case, show user specific 

information depending on the role and permissions of the user and the user’s 

ownerships to license services. The system needs to be able to prevent unapproved 

access for modifying license service data and for that purpose a role based access 

control mechanism was implemented. An administrator responsible for all the license 

servers as well needs full visibility to all the license services and the data. These 

different usage scenarios are described in Section 3.5 and in Section 3.4 for a license 

service owner. 

The database was resigned to achieve simplicity as the old database structure was 

formed during the last 20 years and was a mixture of everything and unmanageable. 

To achieve backwards compatibility for the dependent systems, additional columns, 

like an extra id field for the id in the old database. That way, for example old shell 

scripts built for extracting data from the database only need to be modified by 

changing the used column name in SQL, Structured Query Language, queries. 

MySQL [26] was selected as a database management system for the same reason. 

The fronted part for the tool has always been a website and it was a clear intent 

from the company to keep it as such. The site was designed following MVC 

(Model/View/Controller) architecture to achieve modularity and to allow the site to 

be modified block by block in the future, when new requirements arise. MVC in 

web-applications has its problems such as how to partition the application between 

the models, views and controllers [27]. To achieve this, PHP was chosen as the 

programming language to keep as much as possible of the system logic in the 

backend, i.e. on the server side. The Yii framework [28] was chosen to help with the 

development as it automatically forces the use of proper a MVC design pattern and 

also simplifies the database connectivity using its own methods for database queries. 

Yii is also free software, license terms follow original BSD license, and it is well 

documented compared to many similar alternatives. Good documentation will help in 

support of the tool as the support will be gradually moved to the team responsible for 

the license servers. With the documentation it is very easy to modify and update the 

tool with just some knowledge of PHP of HTML. 

Because the base structure follows MVC architecture and the framework makes 

designing modular components easy, the tool can be further developed on without 

modifying any of the existing functionalities. Even the database could be changed to 

another as Yii offers its own methods for database access and queries. It is also quite 

easy to add own interfaces or APIs to the system using PHPs object-oriented 

infrastructure by overriding the methods in a few specific Yii classes made just for 

that purpose. 

The whole solution is kept up to date in a company’s internal Git [29] repository 

with two different branches. One for develop and another for production. All the 

active develop is done in the develop-branch and once that is verified and reviewed 

to work it will be merged to production and updated into the production servers. For 

developing, there is a separate develop environment set up as identical as possible to 

the production environment. 
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Figure 4. System diagram. 

 

3.3. System architecture 

 

Generally, the system requires an authentication for every action and therefore does 

not show any information other than the site homepage for a visitor. Once the user 

logs in, all the available actions for the user’s role are accessible. User credentials are 

fetched from the company’s LDAP, lightweight directory access protocol, server. 

The credentials are logged with every action done in the system for audition trails 

and also for request management processes. These processes are described in more 

detail later in this section. 

The system consists in the simplest form of a backend and a frontend.  The 

frontend, dynamically constructed web pages, is used for daily administrative tasks 

by license server administrators, as well as license service owners and/or license 

owners. It should act as a single point of contact for license management. The 

backend consists of a license database, multitude of scripts for different purposes and 

integration capabilities of the system. The database can be physically located in the 

same server than the rest of the backend runs or located separately in another server, 

which would decrease the risks if something happens to the backend server. As a 

logical structure, it is easier to think it as a part of backend. 

There are a few base processes from which different role specific processes and 

methods derive. Section 3.4 introduces the processes for an authenticated user and 

Section 3.5 for an administrator. Some common processes, such as license usage 
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monitoring, which is described in Section 3.7, and site specific processes like 

feedback and login, are shared by all users. Those processes are described in Section 

3.6. 

 

3.3.1. Backend 

 

Backend, as seen in Figure 5, has three central elements. A web server serving the 

web pages, support scripts accessible from the server shell and a database for all the 

license service data. Actual license files are stored separately on the license servers 

and periodically copied as backups to network shares using the support scripts in the 

backend. In this project, Apache [30] was chosen as the web server as it is well 

supported and easy to configure. It is also used in most of the internal servers where 

this whole solution could be set to run on. Apache was installed with additional 

modules for MySQL access, LDAP authentication and PHP processing, as out-of-

the-box all of them are not supported. Default configuration for Apache, and the 

included Apache modules, depends on the operating system and the used Apache 

installation package. This solution is not, however, dependent on Apache and any 

web server can be used instead of it. Apache serves, with the installed modules, PHP 

scripts which in turn render the frontend visible in the user browser and run the 

business logic behind the frontend. All the database queries, license file 

downloads/uploads and access control methods are run locally on the server and only 

the specified output, and results, are delivered to the user. 

All the same methods and business logic that can be used from the web page is 

also available in the backend via a shell session. This is only available for some 

specific individuals as the shell access is restricted. This works also vice-versa, shell 

scripts are easy to set up to be run for specific actions on the frontend part, which 

makes it easier to integrate the system with additional tools and services. The 

backend also runs scripts periodically as Linux cron jobs to keep the dependent 

systems up to date with the latest data in the system database. There are also 

processes and scripts running for system backup and logging. Apache and Linux 

itself log, for example, access logs for both the operating system and the web pages 

which is vital information in troubleshooting cases. The Yii framework also has quite 

capable logging facilities included and those are configured into use for additional 

help in troubleshooting cases. Logs are important tools, when properly monitored 

and analysed, also as security wise as most of the time unauthorized access does 

leave some trails in one of the application or server logs. 

The database runs on MySQL server which in this solution is a shared database 

located in a central administration server, also hosting a few other web tools for 

administrative work. There are no restrictions on this solution for the location of the 

database. The database consists of multiple tables for license service data, license 

server information, license vendor information and user information. There are also a 

few tables for change management, audition trails and archiving. All the database 

tables can be seen in Appendix 1. The relations visible in the appendix are MySQL 

relations created with foreign keys, but no automatic modifying or constraints for 

related tables are used from the database manager side. MySQL, for example, would 

have an option for cascading deletions which would delete also all the related fields 

from related tables when enabled. Foreign keys could also be used for stricter 
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database relation management, but as these require a newer MySQL that the shared 

database is now using, all the actions on items in related tables are done 

programmatically by the solution and therefore defined manually in the source code. 

Foreign keys are defined in the database initially, so that it would be easy to take 

them into use when upgrading the database in the future. 

 

Backend

Web server

Apache

PHP

LDAP

Yii Framework

MYSQL

Shell support

Sync tools

Backup

Support scripts

Database

MySQL

 

Figure 5. Backend modules. 

 

3.3.2. Frontend 

 

Web pages are the main frontend in this project. Figure 6, presenting different 

modules in the frontend for this solution, introduce the major logical entities creating 

the frontend. They are explained in more detail in this section. Shell access provided 

by the backend gives access also to a command line version of the web pages, which 

does have the same capabilities as the browser frontend because nearly all of the 

processes, and their methods and classes, are available also from the command line. 

Though some functions available in the web frontend via a few clicks require quite a 

few more in the shell, but it is a big benefit to be able to access the system via this 

route as well, considering for example different scripting possibilities. 
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Web pages for this solution are built as classes following PHP’s own object 

oriented structure which is typical to the Yii framework. As the architecture also 

follows MVC principles, it is easy to build the system up from different modules, 

which can be either self-made or directly from Yii or its plugins. Yii has its own 

definition for modules, but even the basic models, controllers and views can be 

thought as modules. A module for a server consists of a model file, which defines the 

database access logic, a controller, which defines the available methods for the 

model, and views, which render the output of methods to the frontend. 

Models basically define a database table as a PHP class. There are different 

models for each of the database tables that need to be accessed by the frontend. All 

table columns and fields can be accessed through the model as Yii makes the 

connection to the database automatically based on the column name. Yii makes it 

also quite easy to define relations between the tables, which makes writing of SQL 

queries easier and more fail proof. It is also more secure as input is validated 

automatically according to the validation rules defined in the model file. Insufficient 

input validation is seen as a root cause for SQL injection vulnerabilities [31] so the 

more automatic is the validation, the less it is forgotten. 

Controllers form the business logic that the pages offer for a user and also act as a 

kind of gateways to the model files. A view should not directly access a model, but 

instead, if needed, the specific model file should be returned by a controller method 

to the view for output processing and viewing. Controllers can also access multiple 

models easily in the same method, which helps for example in change management 

purposes where a change requests and actions on those are automatically created and 

updated when the controller and model for a license service is accessed. 

Views define the different outputs for a model data. For example, views for license 

services include a list view with a few specific data columns such as license service, 

server, vendor, owner and backup owner name. Views also have a detailed view 

which lists all columns of the current license service. There are also views for 

creating a new service, a different view for administrators which has more buttons 

for service specific actions built in to the view and a few partial views which can be 

included in another view. Search functionality, for example, is such a partial view. 

There are also two different views for updating a service, one for an authenticated 

user and another for an administrator. Dividing the update forms to different files is 

easier to maintain than a single file with multiple if/else-clauses. 

Frontend also has separate entities built as Yii modules for license usage 

monitoring and themes. Usage monitoring is self-made scripts based on 

PHPLicenseWatcher, which enables license usage monitoring and statistics for 

FlexNet Publisher license manager. Additional managers can be supported quite 

easily as all the basic methods for monitoring can be inherited from a monitor base 

class which was built just for this purpose. FlexNet Publisher and LM-X license 

manager support were implemented into the solution using the same inherited base 

class. License usage monitoring processes are described in more detail in Section 3.7. 

The company has an internal styling guide that should be followed on any intranet 

pages accessible for users and this style was achieved by using a custom theme for 

Yii. A theme includes html layout files which define the layout for different pages in 

the site. A layout can be for example two or three column layout, which includes 

different menus, toolbars or similar, or just a plain one column page without any 

additional elements. A theme also includes all the needed Javascript and CSS files 

for any visual or functional elements. 
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Figure 6. Frontend modules. 

 

3.4. Authenticated user processes 

 

A user is authenticated when he or she logs in to the website using company 

credentials and if a username/password-pair match is found and confirmed as correct, 

the user is redirected to the license services front page showing all the license 

services for which the user is either the owner or the backup owner. An authenticated 

user can create requests for new license services. They can also request updates for 

existing services and request the service to be removed once it has become obsolete. 

In most of the cases, the user is also the license owner and he or she will have the 

best knowledge of the needed license, license restrictions and the needed location for 

the license. All of these variables need to be set up during the license creation and 

cannot be updated without administrator privileges as the majority of the variables 

also need changes on the backend side. For example, changing the location of the 

license service from a local one to a global one requires changing the license daemon 

location in the network and opening up required firewall ports for the connectivity 

between the daemon and the servers or services using it. Users can also access the 

license usage statistics that are gathered with the license watcher process defined in 

Section 3.7. Users do have access also the service specific logs for change 

management and action logging. Only the logs for the services of which the user is 

either the owner or a backup owner are visible. 
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3.4.1. New license service request process 

 

A new license service can be requested by an authenticated user from the frontend by 

filling in a request form, which will require some basic info to be filled in in the first 

phase. Required fields are the license service name, license owner and a backup 

owner, license installation site for possible geographical limitations, license 

coverage, platform requirements and license vendor, as well as license type and 

license manager type. License coverage can be set as global, local or regional. This 

will affect, depending on the installation site, the availability of the license and the 

needed changes in firewalls. License type can be defined as evaluation or production, 

which will only affect the documentation level of the service. Evaluation license are 

not documented that thoroughly or added into used monitoring and supporting 

systems. License manager type defines the used license manager, Flexnet for 

example, which helps the administrator setting up the server to configure it correctly 

and optimally. Additional info can be added to the request as well to further instruct 

the request handlers for any special setup or configuration. Platform requirements 

define the needed operating system and requirements for any specific hardware. 

License requester does not need to know all the info when requesting the service as 

the tool suggests default values for the fields as the majority of the services comply 

with those values. 

Once the form is ready to be send and the submit button is clicked, it will be saved 

in to the tools database and the administrator team is informed of a new request by 

email and with a notify message on the website and the process continues, as seen in 

Figure 7. An administrator then starts to work on the request, as described in Section 

3.5.2, and request additional info from the requestor for any missing or uncertain 

values. Once the service has been created, the license owner and the backup owner 

will be notified by email that the request has been processed and the license service 

is up and running. After approval by the administrator has been done, the license 

service can also be seen by the owners in the tool’s frontend. 
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Figure 7. New license server sequence diagram. 

 

 

3.4.2. License service update request process 

 

A license service update request can be done from the tool’s frontend for an existing 

service by clicking the update link. The update page will be shown differently based 

on the user role and for an authenticated user only a few fields are shown. The 

process can be seen in Figure 8 as a UML sequence diagram. The user needs to 

choose the request type from a dropdown box with possible values for an update 

request or a removal request. If the update needs to be scheduled to be done on some 

specific date, the user can select the required date from a calendar column. By 

default, the selected date is the current day. If the service needs to be updated with a 

new license file, it can be added to the request by browsing the current user’s local 

computer for a file, which will be automatically uploaded to the license file database 

on a remote server. The form also has an additional field for comments that the 

request handler should take a note on when working on the request. Once the request 

is submitted, it will be logged in to the change management database and 
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administrators will be notified as usually. The request handler processes the request , 

as described in Section 3.5.3 for service update. After the change has been done, the 

license service owners are notified by email on the website. 

LogServiceAdministratorAuthenticated user

update

resultMessage logAction

nofify

update

logActionresultMessage

nofify

 

Figure 8. License service update sequence diagram. 

 

3.4.3. License service removal request process 

 

Figure 9 describes the process for requesting a license service removal. The process 

from the authenticated user’s perspective is nearly identical to the process for 

updating a service. The process carried out after the update form is submitted is 

described in Section 3.5.4. The difference between the former and the latter is that in 

the removal process the whole service will not be any more seen by the license 

owners in the tool’s frontend after the removal request has been done. 

Authenticated user Administrator Service Log

remove

resultMessage logAction

nofify

remove

resultMessage logAction

nofify

 

Figure 9. License service removal sequence diagram. 
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3.5. Administrative processes 

 

One of the main goals for the system is to ease administrative work for the team and 

persons responsible for R&D license management in the case company. To achieve 

that, all the processes for administrators were redesigned to be simpler and practical 

as the old processes used in the company were starting to be outdated. The basis for 

the processes did stay the same to ease up the transition of old legacy systems. An 

administrator needs to be able to have a good visibility to the overall system for 

license usage optimization tasks, license service troubleshooting and for a simple 

change management history. 

The processes for new license services and updating the existing ones are designed 

to be as similar as possible to keep the workflow on the system simple. In practice an 

administrator usually acts only on an input from the service owner, end user of the 

system, and processes the request in a similar way, regardless if it is a new service 

request or an update request. Even a service removal process follows the same flow, 

only the end results are different. The basic process starts from a request, continues 

with request processing and ends with user notifications. The similarity between the 

processes is easy to see as a new service request only adds an approval action in the 

process compared to an update request. A removal request has even less process 

phases. 

The administrator also has a few support processes, including processes for user 

and role permissions, system configuration and database management. These are 

explained in Section 3.5.5. 

 

3.5.1. Request processing 

 

One common phase in all the processes is request processing, which is in practice 

almost always the same. Depending on the request, there might be some minor steps 

removed or added inside the phase, but the major steps would be the same. It is 

designed that way to keep the processes as simple as possible and to really help in 

the management work as all the parties will know what tasks are done behind a 

process. The process has been iterated over with a team of administrators to come up 

with a solution that works in practice as well. As each administrator usually has 

slightly different working habits, the order in which the tasks are carried out is not 

strict and, for example, updating the license management data in the system can be 

done even before than actually implementing the service on a license server. In that 

case, the service data would not just have all the info, especially the license usage 

monitoring would not work. The overall steps, or states, in request processing can be 

seen in Figure 10. The same flow chart acts as a reminder for administrators of the 

steps that are needed when processing a request to make sure it is processed correctly 

and all the tools will stay in sync. 

Once a request is received, it is automatically logged in to the tool’s database for 

change management. Once the administrator receives the notification of a new 

request and starts to work on it, he or she needs to check if it is a new service request, 

licenser service update request or a license service removal request. Each of the 

requests follows their own process which is described in the following sections. After 
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the request specific process has been completed, the administrator needs to configure 

possible supporting systems for administration or management, as well as 

monitoring. Usually, this is done parallel to the actual license service, and especially 

license server, set up process. The steps needed in this process are described in 

Section 3.6 along with other processes that are shared between the most of other user 

specific processes. 

After all the needed sub processes and their steps are completed, the administrator 

approves the request in the tool and it is automatically marked as completed in the 

database and the service info is updated. Any external documentation regarding the 

services needs to be manually updated as currently there is no automation 

implemented in this step. 
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Figure 10. Request processing flow chart. 

 

3.5.2. New license service process 

 

New license service creation, shown in Figure 10, begins with a received request 

from the end user, which usually is a license owner, but could also be an 

administrator. The received request is logged in to a database for change 

management purposes and an administrator is notified that a new service request has 

been received. The notification is done by email, as well as a notification message on 

the website where it is shown until the request has been marked as completed, i.e. 

acted upon on. 
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New request processing starts when the administrator clicks the link on the email 

or in the notification on the site, which opens up a view for new license service 

prefilled with the info the requestor has provided. In this phase, the license service is 

still missing critical information such as license server and port. It is up to the 

administrator to provide a server for the service and fill in the missing information 

for the server and port. There could be limitations in which kind of hardware or 

operating system the license daemon will run and all of those would be listed in the 

service info view as filled in the by the requestor. In cases where the requestor does 

now know if the license daemon has any limitations, default values will be used and 

the administrator acting on the request needs to decide the right type of hardware for 

the service. If there is some additional info needed from the requestor, the 

administrator can query the requestor directly by email templates by using the links 

provided by the site. Once all the needed info is gathered and filled in, the service 

can be created. Once it is created, the license owner will have a visibility of the 

service from the system website, but cannot raise any new requests for it until it is 

approved. The administrator approves the system once he knows that all the needed 

functionality is working and tested. Approval is done by simply clicking the 

approval-button on the webpage for the service. An automatic email message 

confirming the creation and approval of the newly created license service will be 

delivered to the service owners. 

 

receive request process request

add info

[no] 

approve service

[yes] 

notify owner

Info ok?

 

Figure 11. New license service activity diagram. 

 

3.5.3. License service update process 

 

License service update, shown in Figure 12, is handled in a very similar way 

compared to a new service request and the processes used are the same. Once the 

request is received, administrators are informed by email and notifications on the site 

indicating an update request for a specific service. An administrator can see the 

whole request in the email or by checking the request from the website. Depending 

on the requested actions, the administrator modifies license daemon and updates the 

license service info from the website. If additional info is needed, the requestor can 

be contacted similarly to a new service request. Once the update has been finished, 

the request will be marked as complete and the license owners will be notified of the 

change by email. 
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Figure 12. Service update activity diagram. 

 

3.5.4. License service removal process 

 

The process for license service removal is straightforward, as seen in Figure 13. 

Once the request has been received, an administrator checks the license service info 

and ramps down the license daemon from the license server. The license service is 

removed from the website, which in practice moves the service into an archive in the 

database where it is accessible only by administrators and can be restored back to 

production by an administrator easily just by two mouse clicks. The archiving and 

restoring will move all the service data with the service, so even accidental removals 

do not cause any serious damage. After the service has been archived, the service 

owners will get a notification of it and they will lose the visibility for the service on 

the website. 

 

receive request process request notify ownerarchive service

 

Figure 13. Service removal activity diagram. 

 

3.5.5. Supporting functions 

 

The system does have a few support functions of which the majority is only available 

for an administrator.  User and role permissions are handled with the help of Rights, 

Yii extension [32], which offers methods and classes for role based permissions 

settings for users. Rights were improved with LDAP authentication support suitable 

for the company LDAP server and available data. Even the roles can be fetched 

directly from LDAP based on the group information available there. It is also 

possible to define the role manually per user. When the user is logging in to the 

system, their password is checked against the LDAP database and the information for 

the user in the tool’s database is automatically updated with the updated info from 

LDAP to keep the database up-to-date. User information is also updated from LDAP 

every time detailed license service info is viewed to update the user information. 

This helps in avoiding the situation where the license owner or the backup owner has 
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left the company already, but they are still marked as a service owner. If these 

obsolete users are found, administrators are notified to correct the information via a 

notify message in the website. 

The message notification system is also one of the support processes. It helps the 

system user to notice changes in the system or any pending requests. An 

administrator will see a notification in the upper right corner of the screen when 

accessing the site if there are any open requests or they have not closed a request 

they started to work on previously. This also forces the administrators to keep the 

change management database up to date. Authenticated users are notified of any 

actions on their license services or requests that they have created in the system. 

Most of the notifications are also delivered by email for additional delivery channel. 

System configuration variables such as database information, file paths, intervals 

for periodic checks or any of the Yii parameters are configurable. The configuration 

is stored mostly in a database, but some of the variables are stored only in a 

configuration file located in the backend server and accessible only via a shell 

session. This is done to achieve both security and configurability at the same time. 

Any configuration for the system itself, such as user permissions or changes to 

license server information, can be done from the browser as all of them are database 

actions. An administrator can basically modify the whole database directly from the 

web interface without a need for any specific SQL commands. Helper classes and 

methods are created to ease that job. 

 

3.6. Shared processes 

 

One process that is common for all the processes is monitoring and supporting 

services configuration which has to be done manually in the current implementation. 

An administrator needs to configure any system specific monitors and alerts 

manually after creating a new license service or a server. The administrator or the 

license owner, depending on the service, needs to also configure any application 

configurations to include the updated license information, for example in cases 

where the license daemon is moved into another server with a changed hostname. All 

the system does to help in these situations is to remind the parties that any needed 

actions should be done and to provide the information needed in easy to use views, 

also usually in the emails sent after a request has been completed. 

There are some site-wide processes that are available to any user or even a site 

visitor. Feedback functionality and login functionality are the two most important. 

The feedback can be given by clicking the feedback link on the site which is always 

located in the upper right corner as defined by the company’s web guidelines. 

Feedback form collects the information of the current page, such as the web address 

and the role of the user, in the background and presents it to the user with a simple 

form to be sent to the administrators for processing. 

Feedbacks are stored into the database and sent by email to the administrators 

defined in the system configuration. Login process is quite simple programmatically. 

It is a session and cookie based function that stores the user information and settings 

also into a cookie for automatic login for the duration of the cookie. The same 

function is used for logging out the user. The process is as simple as the following: a 

user logs in with a username, which is checked against the database and LDAP-
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server. If the user is found, the user information is automatically fetched from LDAP 

and the user is logged in with an authenticated user role. 

If the username exists also in the database, the password is verified by connecting 

the user to LDAP and if succeeded, the user information is checked for any changes 

at the same time. The role for the logged in user is defined already in the user 

database of the tool and the corresponding view is shown to the user in respect to the 

current user role. 

 

3.7. License usage monitoring 

 

License usage statistics are directly connected to the costs for a software license as 

clarified in Section 2.5. Bad license utilization increases the costs and an efficient use 

of licenses decreases them. Different tools for license management and usage 

reporting are available to tackle these issues. Some of the tools studied for the case 

company are described in more detail in Section 2.6. Due to the requirements and 

decisions made in Section 3.1, a simple license watcher was created as an extendable 

module for this tool. As described in Section 3.3.2, it is built upon an open source 

solution, which offers the basic functionality for license monitoring. The basis 

process of license watcher is defined in Figure 14. It does not offer too sophisticated 

reporting capabilities compared to the commercial counterparts and implementing 

them is not the main objective of this project. Some functionality however was 

required to have an easy to use view for checking the status of license services. The 

license basically has two possible inputs, a periodic check via cron or a user triggered 

check via the frontend. Both of these are described further later in this section. Once 

either of these requests is received, the watcher will process the request by first 

checking that the license daemon defined in the license service data responds to 

queries. If so, the queried data is requested from the daemon and returned to the user 

and tool’s database. 

 

receive request process request show info

[yes] 

[no] 

License info 
available

 

Figure 14. License watcher activity diagram. 

 

Figure 15 describes the process of alerting of license or feature expiration. License 

monitor, called license watcher, checks periodically the status of the license daemons 

and queries for the license data which is stored into a database to achieve historical 

usage reports. If a license or a feature is expiring, the license watcher will show it 

with configurable colour in the web view and notify the license owner and 

administrators by email via the functions provided by the system. 
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License owner Administrator Service Licensewatcher

licenseExpires

nofify

nofify

 

Figure 15. License expiration sequence diagram. 

 

The license watcher can be also started from the web view which in practice runs 

the same queries to the license daemon as the periodic check. This process is seen in 

Figure 16. By default, it is run only for a specific license service and its license 

daemon, but there are also a few functions where the tool can be run on all the 

servers in some specific site or region. It is also possible to run queries by defining 

the expiration date, as well as checking long lasting user processes that have had the 

license checked out over the specified duration. There are some cases where a license 

is not freed correctly, for example, after a system crash, and the license will stay 

checked out even after the user processes have been terminated. 

 

License owner Service Licensewatcher

licensewatcher

watcherInfo

watcher

 

Figure 16. License watcher sequence diagram. 

 

3.8. Testing and reviewing 

 

As the system was created and improved on-the-fly, system testing could be online. 

There were no strict unit testing done or even formal testing processes during the 

development. This enabled the team of administrators to work with the tool and test 

and comment on the developed functions as they were developed. The basic 

functionality behind the frontend was tested only by the developer by accessing the 

used functions directly from the web site or via a shell. End user functionality was 

tested more thoroughly by the administrator team. A formal test process was 

completed only after the majority of the development work was done and the tool 
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was ready to be taken into use. This test included functionality testing and testing for 

possible error situations and recovering from those. Special attention was used for 

database functions so that the database, especially for change management, was 

always kept in sync and up-to-date. All the found errors were documented and fixed 

in the next release of the tool. A simple formal test document and results can be 

found from Appendix 2. The results in the document are from the first full test done 

after the tool was tested by the team of administrators more thoroughly. Some 

additional requirements were found in these tests, but for the most part, predefined 

requirements were enough to cover the needed functionalities. 

Performance testing was not done on the actual backend server as the usage of the 

solution will not be that heavy that any server specific optimization is needed. Also, 

the backend server planned to host this service hosts a number of other services as 

well and using the same server for performance tests might cause service downtimes 

for those services. 

To avoid these issues, the service and its performance was tested in the 

development server which is a lower performing host compared to the production 

server based on the number of CPUs, memory size. Both are virtual machines in a 

similar network infrastructure. The server’s ability to serve page requests was tested 

using Apache’s built-in benchmark tool, which gives rough estimates how well the 

application and server behaves under load. Results from the test are shown in Table 

5. 

 

Table 5. Stress test results from Apache benchmark tool 

Number of page 

requests/s 

Number of concurrent 

connections 

Time per request 

(mean): 

50 100 20ms 

50 300 75ms 

50 600 200ms 

50 700 Connection reset by peer 

100 600 Connection reset by peer 

 

 

Tests were run with 50 page requests a second, which is almost certainly more 

than any user will do in practice. The number of concurrent connections was changed 

and a point where the server could not serve all the connections was found to be 

close to 700 connections. Even with a lot more automation, the service will not get 

accessed that much in reality. Mean serving times for page requests were also on 

acceptable levels with a realistic number of concurrent connections. Increasing the 

number of page request per second and keeping the number of concurrent 

connections on a level that worked with 50 requests per second caused the server to 

drop some connections as well. SSL layer on top of plain HTTP will increase the 

server load a bit, but the effect of that is included in the estimation of the number of 

page requests per second. The overall performance of the site will depend also on the 

user’s internet connection speed and latency. The solution can also be scaled easily 

by separating database and web server parts into different servers. The only 

performance improvement to the basic OS and Apache setup that was tested briefly, 

but not yet implemented, was to use PHP memcache extension [33]. This did 

increase the overall responsiveness of the solution on a level that was clearly visible 
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to end users, especially in functions that required a lot of disk access like listing 

license file contents or related database queries, which could be cached on the 

memory better with memcache. It was not, however, tested thoroughly or 

implemented due to the changes needed in the production server, which is serving 

other tools as well and the unknown effect of the changes in some of the tools. 

Nearly the same effect, with low usage, was achieved using Yii’s built-in file cache 

as well which can be enabled for the site just by changing one line in the tool’s 

configuration. As the tool’s usage levels would not be that high initially, the use of 

any caching solutions was moved into the future improvements. 

After the tests had been done and the tool was ready for usage, up to date license 

service info for some services was migrated from the old tool into the database and 

updated in respect with the new requirements. The solution was introduced to a 

larger group of end users and they were asked to have a dry run on the tool as all the 

changes were only done on the development database. Feedback from these users 

was collected and documented and new requirements or fixes were introduced based 

on them to the administrator team. These were also scheduled for the next release of 

the tool. 

The process for actually taking the tool into use was planned together with the 

administrator team to make sure that all the dependencies were included in and taken 

care of prior to the move. It was agreed to move users into the new tool user by user, 

which would mean that the old tool would be running parallel to the new solution for 

some time. This would also help in cleaning up the old database as manually 

cleaning it after a full migration would be too laborious work. Database migrations 

would not be needed after a user and his or her license services were moved to the 

new tool as all the processes were only updating the new database and all supporting 

scripts would be updated to use the new database. 
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4. DISCUSSION 
 

This work had a few main goals set that were discussed more in Section 3.1. Table 6 

lists those requirements with estimates how completely the requirements were 

fulfilled. The first requirement was to simplify and define processes for license 

management in the case company’s R&D organization for both the system 

administrators and the license owners. A usable tool or a set of tools was also 

required to support the use of defined processes. New processes that were seen as a 

lot simpler than the previous ones were defined in this work and the developed tool 

was designed to basically force using them. The actual improvement on working 

practices is still to be seen as the tool has not yet been fully utilized. Checking the 

real performance effect of the processes and the tools needs to be done after those 

have been in use for some time and users have been acquainted with the new way of 

working. This does also place some requirements and need for proper introduction 

and guidance when taking the tool into use. 

License usage monitoring is a key part in license management and currently the 

company’s does not have a good solution in use for that. Different teams do have 

their own solutions for a set of licenses, but the company lacks guidance and general 

knowledge how this should be implemented. The system developed in this work does 

not offer an overall solution for this problem either. It does offer the same 

functionality that did the existing monitoring tool used by the team with improved 

structure, which is far easier to improve on or to integrate in another tools. The whole 

license statistics –module adapted for the system can be easily changed into another 

tool, even a commercial one, for as long as the tool has some kind of API for 

accessing the monitor data. 

The tool has been designed to be as simplistic and easy to use as possible to ease 

the adoption process, but every user has a slightly different way of working now and 

there most certainly will be some difficulties to get used to the tool and new 

processes. 

The tool and scripts behind it are designed to be flexible and modifiable, which 

helps in integrating other tools into this system or vice versa. Modular design and 

automation by scripts is fairly easy to achieve with PHP and the used framework. 

PHP and Yii framework enforces the use of object-oriented programming which is 

designed to be modular and as the majority of the functionality is accessible from 

both the web interface and a shell session, it is fairly easy to design and implement 

automation with scripts that use the functions provided by the solution. 

Backward compatibility was achieved using PHP and a few additional columns in 

the database. PHP is widely used in the old scripts and they rely mostly on direct 

database access. The database did change quite much, but the naming convention 

was kept purposely similar and a few additional columns were added to the tables. 

For example, old site identifiers, which were not following any good logic were kept 

in the new database in a field called old_id, which could be used in the scripts 

directly instead of the old id-field. There were only minor changes needed on the 

existing scripts using the database directly this way. The majority of the legacy 

scripts are using files as their databases and these files can be populated with a few 

scheduled database sync scripts that, with this design, can be left as is providing the 

database table and field names are verified to be correct for the new database as well. 
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Table 6. Initial requirements and their levels of completion 

Initial requirement Completion level 

Process definition for adding a new 

license service, updating an existing 

service and removing a service. 

New, simpler, processes defined and 

documented. Proof that they increase 

work efficiency are to be seen. 

Real-time license usage monitoring. Visibility for only two license managers, 

not all. Historical data for license usage 

not that easy to see or run reports based 

on it. 

Easy to use, simplicity in user interface. Implemented a simplistic and easy to use 

interface. 

Software integration and flexibility. Modular design by object oriented 

principles. PHP works from both console 

and web, easy to integrate. 

Backward compatibility. Minor changes needed to old scripts. 

 

 

The developed solution is compared to the commercial solutions introduced in 

Section 2.6 in Table 7 by the same features used to compare those commercial 

solutions. The solution does not require any agents installed into application or 

license servers for any functions as all the data is gathered over a network or entered 

to the system by license owners or administrators. The tool does not currently have a 

way to analyse license daemon log files for exact license usage data as this is 

currently done with another tool in the company. The system supports both Windows 

AD authentication and LDAP authentication directly and can also be used by local, 

system specific, accounts. The service does not have system requirements, but it is 

far easier to set up in a UNIX server than in a Windows server. Licensewatcher -

module in the system does have some reporting capabilities that include a report for 

long lasting license checkouts, license expiration dates and filterable and sortable 

license feature views. These lists can be exported as CSV (Comma Separated Value) 

-files from the web pages. The solution supports alerting by email and web 

notifications and by default it is used for all new and changing requests in the change 

management database. As the company is using another tool for asset management, 

this solution does not offer any of that functionality. Due to a variety of 

modifications done on base Yii framework and company specific modules written for 

it, it is fairly large job to take this solution into use, for example, in another company 

and therefore the target group for this tool is very limited. It is also designed to 

support workflows in the company’s R&D organization and specially the license 

service management team and its stakeholders. Therefore, it is quite tightly 

integrated into the company’s workflow. The solution does not offer controls for 

license daemons or servers as it was seen easier to do them from the command line 

or asset management system by the administrators. License owners or end users do 

not even have a need to do these actions by themselves. As an internally developed 

tool, the support for the tool is quite small compared to the commercial counterparts. 

The support and bug fixes are done if there is time for them and the overall 

maintenance support will lie in the user’s hands, which in the case of case company 

is the team of administrators. A thorough documentation of the system is provided to 

support this job and also all the open-source software used in the tool do have their 

own documentation available.  
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Table 7. Feature comparison to commercial solutions 

Feature Developed solution 

A client agent 

required for 

majority of the 

functions 

No 

Exact license usage 

data 

No 

Authentication AD, LDAP 

Supported OS Cross-compliant 

Reporting Partly 

Report exporting CSV only 

Alerts Yes, mail and web notification 

Asset management No 

Target group Very limited 

Technical Support 

and updates 

Internal tool, best-effort support 

License 

server/daemon 

controls 

No 

Integration into the 

company’s 

workflow 

Yes 

 

As the developed system, tool and processes, are for internal support functions 

there has not been tools strictly developed for this kind of purpose and also the newly 

developed one is a mixture of well-known processes and methods. There has been a 

lot of work done on the fields of asset management and license usage, but those are 

not the core of this work, only supporting functions that should be tightly coupled 

with this tool, and also partly with the processes. The developed solution does not 

bring anything new to the industry or research as all the impact will stay internal to 

the company. The tool is ideally a single point of contact for license issues in the 

organizations where it will be used and with some additional effort in license usage 

reporting and statistics this can be achieved. Commercial solutions, like the ones 

described previously in this document, can be used for most of the steps in the 

license management in the case company. Introducing them into use in practice 

would require changing the company politics as investments and resources have been 

put into other tools that do not offer license management capabilities, already.  

Therefore, the developed tool is a good option to fill in the gaps in the currently 

used tools and solutions for asset and configuration management, as well as license 

usage monitoring. It is also possible and relatively cheap to implement new features 

on top of the developed system in this work. 

The solution left a lot of space for future improvements in many fields. License 

usage monitoring is one of the major areas where improvements could and will be 

done in the first place. The tool is quite easy to integrate with, for example, all the 

tools mentioned in Section 2.6. In this respect, X-Formation’s License Statistics 

would be the ideal choice as it supports almost all the needed hardware and operating 
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systems, as well as license managers. It does not need any additional agents to be 

installed on the servers and it does offer a way for exact licensing information for 

billing purposes, which is currently done via an in-house tool developed in the case 

company. It is also possible to integrate this in-house tool into the solution as all the 

enablers have been already created for the license watcher module. Support for 

additional license managers would have to be developed further to increase the 

coverage for the license watcher functions. Currently, this is quite limited as it only 

supports two manager types. 

As the company is already using a SAM solution, which offers configuration 

management as well it would be feasible to integrate license server and daemon 

configurability into the SAM solution and have the basic functionality available also 

form the tool’s frontend. This would require, however, changes and possibly 

additional licensing on the SAM solutions side, which would increase the total costs 

for the solution. In these cases, even the political issues in the company play a part as 

the SAM solution costs are seen on the other organizational structure’s budget. 

In an ideal case, update and removal request would be automated processes that 

would not require additional manual work from the administrators themselves. 

Technically, that could be done already, but it would mean more requirements for the 

license owners and some changes in the security processes on the company. The only 

request needing further communication and manual work would be setting up a new 

license service, where the expertise of a license administrator is more usable and 

needed. 
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5. SUMMARY 
 

This work was ordered by the case company to solve issues in their R&D license 

management where the used processes and tools have been become unusable in 

practice. The work done was mainly for a team of license administrators who 

maintain the license servers and the overall infrastructure for R&D applications as 

well. Modifications to application configurations regarding used licenses can be done 

by the same team as well.  License owners on other organizations and end users who 

would be using the tool were also interviewed for initial requirements and used also 

in reviewing process. The main objectives of this project was to find out and define 

the current processes that are followed and design simplified usable processes on the 

gathered information, as well as implement a tool to support these processes. 

The work started by checking the currently used tools and processes that should be 

followed or were followed by both administrators and end users. After all, the info 

on the current situation was gathered, improved process definitions were developed 

and iterated over a few times together with the team. Once the processes were 

defined, a tool to support those was developed. Development started with initial 

requirements gathering from the team and from a few most active key users. Initial 

requirements were discussed together in the weekly meetings with the team and 

major requirements for the tool were derived in these discussions. Defining new 

license service management processes, functionality for license usage monitoring, a 

simple and effective frontend for the tool and a flexible and modular design of the 

tool were classified as major requirements and set as goals for this project. Leftover 

ideas and nice-to-have functionalities were written down as minor requirements and 

it was agreed that these are implemented if there are enough resources available. 

Development was started with weekly sprints where the progress was followed and 

targets for the next sprint were defined. Additional minor requirements were also 

found during the development phase. After all the major requirements were 

implemented in an acceptable level, the tool was introduced to the team for testing 

and reviewing. Initial test results were gathered during these reviews. Bug fixes and a 

few minor requirements were introduced after the reviewing process. The developed 

system met all the initial major requirements, but the completion level on license 

usage monitoring is not 100% ready as all the used license manager types are no 

supported and historical license usage data is not easily available in the tool. Once 

the tool was seen as ready for production by the team, it was introduced to a wider 

audience sequentially and plans for migration of old databases, tools and systems 

into the new tool and taking it into production use were discussed and mostly agreed 

on with the administrator team which would be maintaining the tool in the future. 

The processes and the tools developed in this work will help in license 

management and with a few additional improvements, the number of old legacy tools 

used in license management can be decreased even more by migrating them to the 

new tool. License usage reporting and especially statistics are one major step that 

could and should be integrated fully into the tool to have all the license management 

tools and processes in one place. The significance of this work will be only seen after 

the new processes and the new tool has been in use for some time. Implementing the 

rest of the defined minor requirements would also increase the tools efficiency even 

more. 
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7. APPENDICES 
 

Appendix 1 MySQL database diagram 

Appendix 2 UI test document  
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Appendix 1. MySQL database diagram 
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Appendix 2. UI test document 

 

Function Test Result Comments 

License Services    

Service List Listing works Yes  

 Sorting works Yes  

 Filtering works Partly Related database 

fields do not filter 

 Automatic filtering 
by role works 

Yes  

 Edit button works Yes  

 Edit is logged Yes  

 View button works Yes  

 Paging works Yes  

Admin list Listing works Yes  

 Sorting works Yes  

 Filtering works Partly Related database 

fields do not filter 

 View button works Yes  

 Edit button works Yes  

 Delete button works Yes  

 Paging works Yes  

Create new service Form dropdowns 
work 

Yes  

 Form validation 
works 

Yes  

 Request is submitted Yes  

 Request is logged Yes  

Delete service Archiving works Yes No way to revert? 

 Notifications work Partly Is email the only 
one? 

Edit service Form validation 
works 

  

 Request is submitted   

 Role based form is 
displayed 

  

 License file 
uploading works 

Partly Upload path is 
wrong 

View service Form is displayed Yes  

 Database relations 
work 

Yes  

Change 
Management 

   

General Automatic filtering 
by role works 

Yes  

 Links in lists work Yes  

 Timestamp is added 
automatically 

Yes  

 Notifications work Partly Email only 
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 Disable parallel work 
on the items 

No  

 Admin can modify 
the changes 

Yes  

License watcher    

General Lists work for online 
hosts 

Yes  

 Lists work for offline 
hosts 

No Page keeps loading 

 Site based listing Yes  

 License expirations 
can be listed 

Yes  

 Long lasting licenses 
can be listed 

Yes  

 Listing for multiple 
license services 

No Page keeps loading 

FlexLM Supported manager 
type 

Yes  

 Available 
features/license 

Yes  

 Vendor daemon 
information 

Yes  

 License file viewing Yes  

 License option file 
viewing 

Yes  

LM-X Supported manager 
type 

Yes  

 Available 
features/license 

Partly Structured view 
needed 

 Vendor daemon 
information 

Yes  

 License file viewing Yes  

 License option file 
viewing 

Yes  

Database    

Servers CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Sites CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Vendors CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Vendor information CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Coverage CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Archive CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Users CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Permissions CRUD operations Yes  
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work 

Configuration CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Audition trails CRUD operations 
work 

Yes  

Login    

Username Validation works Yes  

 Username is copied 
to local database 
 

Yes  

Password Validation works Yes  

 No local copy Yes  

Feedback    

New feedback Form works Yes 
 

 

 Feedback is 
submitted 

Yes  

 Feedback is logged Yes  

Security    

Role control Permissions work Yes  

 No access with 
direct links to not 
allowed functions 

Yes  

SQL security Database access 
restricted 

Yes  

 SQL injections 
checked 

Yes  

    

Shell access Restricted to super 
user 

No Apache user can run 
some of the scripts 
as well 

Login Avoid plaintext 
passwords 

Yes No plaintext send 

SSL Force HTTPS Yes  

 

 

 


